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Abstract. The coherent manipulation of the frequency of single photons is an
important requirement for future quantum network technologies. It allows for
instance quantum systems emitting in the visible range to be connected to the
telecommunication wavelengths, thus extending the communication distances. Here
we report on quantum frequency conversion of memory-compatible narrow-bandwidth
photons at 606 nm to the telecom C-band at 1552 nm. The 200 ns long photons,
compatible with Praseodymium-based solid-state quantum memories are frequency
converted using a single-step difference frequency generation process in a periodically
poled Lithium Niobate waveguide. We characterize the noise processes involved in
the conversion and by applying strong spectral filtering of the noise, we demonstrate
high signal-to-noise ratio conversion at the single photon level (SNR> 100 for a mean
input photon number per pulse of 1). We finally observe that a memory compatible
heralded single photon with a bandwidth of 1.8 MHz, obtained from a spontaneous
parametric down conversion pair source, still shows a strong non-classical behavior after
conversion. We first demonstrate that correlations between heralding and converted
heralded photons stay in the non-classical regime. Moreover, we measured the heralded
autocorrelation function of the heralded photon using the converter device as a
frequency-domain beam splitter, yielding a value of 0.19±0.07. The presented work
represents a step towards the connection of several quantum memory systems emitting
narrow-band visible photons to the telecommunication wavelengths.
1. Introduction
The ability to control the optical frequency of quantum state carriers (i.e. photons) is an
important functionality for future quantum networks [1]. It allows all matter quantum
systems – nodes of the network – to be compatible with the telecommunication C-
band, therefore enabling long distance fiber quantum communication between them.
It also allows dissimilar nodes to be connected with each other, thus resulting in
heterogeneous networks that can take advantage of the different capabilities offered
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by the diversity of its constituents [2]. Quantum frequency conversion (QFC) [3] aims
for the energy shift of an optical field, in a coherent and noise-free fashion, such that
quantum properties are preserved to a high degree. Optical frequency conversion based
on three or four-wave mixing, has been demonstrated using different platforms such as
non-linear waveguides [4, 5], non-linear crystals in cavities [6, 7], microresonators [8, 9]
or atomic systems [10, 11]. The high conversion efficiencies offered by these platforms,
led to multiple experiments showing the increase of telecom detection efficiencies [6],
generation of non-classical states of light at a specific wavelength [12, 13], connections
of quantum systems to the telecommunication band for long distance communication
application [10,14–22], or the coupling of disparate quantum memory (QM) systems [23].
The main challenge of QFC is to achieve a high conversion efficiency together with a
low noise generation at the target wavelength, given that the required pump light often
generates a high amount of uncorrelated noise photons.
Depending on the wavelengths of the input signal and the converted photons, we can
distinguish between three different cases of noise generation at the target wavelength
in non-linear materials [24]. One in which the pump field frequency is far below the
frequency of signal and converted photons, thus making noise-free frequency conversion
possible [13, 25, 26]. A second case in which one of the two photons frequencies are
close to the pump, where Raman noise is generated [17, 27]. A third case in which
the pump field is in between the signal and converted photons and also generates non-
phase matched parametric fluorescence noise [28] on top of Raman noise. Note that
cascaded conversion using a long wavelength pump, as demonstrated in Ref. [29] for
up-conversion, could be a solution to avoid noise generation at the target wavelength.
In the context of quantum networks several systems, known as emissive quantum nodes,
combine the generation of light-matter entanglement with quantum storage capabilities
[30]. An important challenge is therefore the conversion of narrowband light emitted
by these nodes to telecom wavelengths. The conversion of such narrow-band photons
indeed leads to stringent requirements for noise reduction, as temporal gating cannot be
used due to their long temporal waveform. Several important quantum node systems
emit light around 600 nm, e.g. Europium doped QMs (580 nm) [31], Praseodymium
doped QMs (606 nm) [32], and NV centers (637 nm) [33]. Single-step conversion requires
a pump wavelength close to 1µm, which generates non-phase matched noise photons
at the target-wavelength. Several works have demonstrated QFC from telecom to the
visible of broadband photons [6, 34, 35]. In Ref. [18], we demonstrated QFC from 1570
to 606 nm of QM-compatible weak coherent states at the single photon level, using the
QM as ultra-narrowband filter. First attempts have been made towards the QFC of NV
center resonant light to telecom [28,36], however without demonstrating quantum light
conversion.
In this paper, we demonstrate efficient direct frequency conversion of memory-
compatible photons at 606 nm to the telecom C-band based on difference frequency
generation (DFG) in a non-linear waveguide. We characterize the noise processes in
the device, limiting the single photon level operation of the frequency conversion, and
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apply strong filtering to obtain high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for weak coherent
pulses compatible with a Pr3+:Y2SiO5 doped quantum memory. Finally we employ
an ultra-narrow band photon pair source to demonstrate quantum frequency conversion
of a memory-compatible heralded single photon. To that end, we measure the cross-
correlation between heralding and converted heralded photons. We also measure the
heralded photon autocorrelation in a Hanbury-Brown-Twiss configuration using the
converter device as a frequency-domain beam splitter.
2. The frequency conversion device
2.1. Concept
The concept of QFC can be described considering two optical modes s and c (signal and
converted), at frequencies ωs and ωc respectively. In the case of difference frequency
generation, it satisfies ωc = ωs−ωP , where ωP is the frequency of the pump field. In the
limit of an undepleted pump field, the Hamiltonian describing the three wave mixing
process is [3, 37]
Hˆ = i~ (χ∗aˆ†caˆs − χaˆcaˆ†s) , (1)
where aˆc (aˆs) is the annihilation operator of mode c (s), and χ is proportional to the
pump field amplitude. This Hamiltonian can be interpreted as a frequency domain beam
splitter [37] where the transmittance and reflection of the modes s and c depend on the
pump amplitude applied.
2.2. Setup
In our experiment the QFC process takes place in a 1.4 cm long Periodicaly Poled
Lithium Niobate (PPLN) ridge-waveguide (HC Photonics), temperature-stabilised at
65 degrees Celsius. Both facets are anti-reflection coated for the three wavelengths
involved in the experiment. The setup is depicted in Fig. 1(a). A pump laser at 994
nm is coupled with 55 % efficiency, together with a 606 nm signal with 57 % coupling
efficiency inside the waveguide. At the output of the waveguide, the converted 1552 nm
light field, the 994 nm pump and finally the non-converted 606 nm signal are separated
by means of dicroic mirrors and can be monitored independently. The converted signal
passes through a filtering stage and is coupled into a single mode fiber (79 % coupling
efficiency). The filtering stage is composed of a fiber bragg grating (65 % transmission,
2.5 GHz bandwidth) and an etalon (95 % transmission, 210 MHz bandwidth and free
spectral range (FSR) of 4 GHz). The unconverted signal is also filtered by means of a
diffraction grating (75 % reflection) and an Etalon (90 % transmission, 10 GHz linewidth,
FSR of 60 GHz) and also coupled into a single mode fiber. At the input of the device, we
can choose between different 606 nm light fields: bright laser light, weak coherent states
(WCS) at low average photon number per pulses, or heralded single photons generated
by a photon-pair source.
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Figure 1. (a) QFC setup. At the input of the device, either Continuous Wave (CW),
Weak Coherent States (WCS) or heralded Single Photons (SP) at 606 nm can be
coupled together with a strong 994 nm pump into the Periodically Poled Lithium
Niobate (PPLN) waveguide. At the output, the pump, the unconverted and the
converted lights are separated by means of Dicroic Mirrors (DM). The coupled pump
is monitored with a Photodiode (PD). The unconverted and the converted fields go
through filtering stages and are coupled into a single mode fiber. Finally they are
either monitored with photodiodes, or detected with single-photons detectors (D2 and
D3) (b) Source setup. The photon pair source consists of a PPLN crystal inside a bow-
tie cavity. It is pumped with a 426 nm continuous-wave laser beam. The generated
idler photon at 1436 nm and signal photon at 606 nm are doubly resonant with the
cavity. At the output of the cavity they are separated by means of a dicroir mirror.
The idler photon passes through a Filter Cavity (FC), is then coupled to a single mode
fiber and finally detected at D1 (Id220 ID Quantique, 10 % detection efficiency, 400 Hz
dark counts). The 606 photon is also coupled to a single mode fiber and sent to the
quantum frequency converter.
2.3. QFC performance
The frequency converter is first characterized using classical light as input. The
conversion efficiency of the device is measured as a function of the coupled pump
power inside the waveguide, using 1 mW of classical input light at 606 nm. For
this measurement only, the pump power is swept using an Acousto Optical Modulator
(AOM) over a short time of 100 µs. The coupled pump power and the difference-
frequency converted light are then monitored at the output of the waveguide using
photodiodes. This fast measurement offers the advantage of avoiding thermal effects
(change of the quasi-phase matching temperature due to local heating of the waveguide
at high pump powers) sometimes encountered when changing pump power [38], and gives
a more precise efficiency measurement. The blue trace in Fig. 2(a) shows the measured
internal efficiency depending on the coupled pump power, inferred by correcting for all
losses. At the maximum coupled pump power available of 530 mW, we measure an
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Figure 2. QFC performance. (a) Conversion efficiency from 606 nm to 1552 nm as a
function of the coupled pump power. The blue curve shows the efficiency using bright
classical light and sweeping the coupled pump power from 0 to 530 mW in 100µs. The
red dashed curve shows the fit of the efficiency using eq(2). The greens points show the
efficiency measured with weak coherent states. (b) µ1 measurements of the converted
weak coherent states as a function of the coupled pump power. The green curve shows
the expected values of the µ1.
internal conversion efficiency of 62 %. This value is in accordance with the measured
depletion of the 606 nm signal. The device efficiency, also shown on the right axis,
includes all optical losses: signal transmission (93 %), coupling efficiency of the signal
in the waveguide (57 %), filtering efficiency (62 %) and fiber coupling efficiency (79 %)
of the converted signal. The conversion efficiency is fitted with the model [39]
ηQFC = ηmax sin
2
(
L
√
ηnPc
)
, (2)
where ηmax is the maximum efficiency, L is the length of the waveguide, ηn is the
normalized efficiency and Pc is the coupled pump power. The fit gives a maximum
internal efficiency of (95± 0.1) % (24.5 % device efficiency) at 1.45 W of coupled pump
power and a normalized efficiency of (86.1± 0.1) %W−1cm−2.
To assess the potential of our QFC device for converting light emitted by
quantum memories, we also characterize it at the single-photon level, sending 606
nm weak coherent states with 200 ns FWHM Gaussian shape, mimicking long single
photons compatible with Praseodymium doped quantum memories [40–42]. For this
measurement and the following ones, the 994 nm pump runs in continuous and the
waveguide temperature is optimized for each pump power. The converted photons
are then detected with an InGaAs single photon detector D3 (ID230, ID Quantique,
10 % detection efficiency, 10 Hz dark counts) and integrated over a 400 ns time window,
containing more than 98 % of the pulses. The device efficiency is also extracted from
this measurement and plotted in Fig. 2(a), matching with the classical measurement.
We also measured the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the converted photons with different
average input photon numbers per pulse, ranging from 0.04 to 1. From a linear fit of this
measurement we extract the parameter µ1, i.e. the number of photons per pulse at the
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Figure 3. QFC noise characteristic. (a) Schematic of the different noise processes
induced by a strong pump field in the waveguide. (b) Measurement of noise in the
1552 nm region, dominated by Spontaneous Parametric Down Conversion (SPDC)
noise photons, as a function of the pump power coupled in the waveguide. (c) Noise
measurement in the 606 nm region. The two measurements are performed gating the
single-photon detector and using the narrow band filters shown in the setup section (of
10 GHz bandwidth for the 606 nm photons and 210 MHz bandwidth for the converted
1552 nm photons). The data are normalized as counts per second at the output of the
waveguide over 1 GHz bandwidth assuming a continuous measurement (i.e. eliminating
temporal gate).
input of the device in order to obtain a SNR of 1 at the output [27]. Fig. 2(b) shows the
measurement of µ1 as a function of the pump power. Interestingly, we observe a decrease
in µ1 with increasing pump power, down to (7± 0.5) × 10−3 at 500 mW pump power.
Although not intuitive, the decrease of µ1 (i.e increase of SNR) with the pump power
can be explained by characterizing the noise processes in the waveguide, as discussed in
the next section. The green curve shows the expected values of the µ1, calculated from
the classical conversion efficiency measurement, and the noise level (Fig. 3(b)). This
measurement demonstrate the capability of our device to convert long photons with
high signal to noise ratio, thanks to the high efficiency of the process and to the strong
spectral filtering of the QFC noise.
2.4. Noise Processes
We now study in more detail the noise generation inside the converter. The noise
processes are depicted in Fig. 3(a). A strong pump field generally generates Raman
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noise around its central frequency. In a PPLN waveguide it has been estimated to have
a width smaller than 30 THz (1000 cm−1) [24,43]. Raman noise therefore does not play a
significant role in our experiment, since the frequency shift between pump and signal is
109 THz. A second type of noise is Spontaneous Parametric Down Conversion (SPDC)
noise as described in Ref. [28], generated at lower frequencies than the pump. In our case
we observe direct SPDC noise at the converted wavelength of 1552 nm (λ > λpump). Part
of this noise, within the phase matching bandwidth of the frequency converter, can be
eventually converted to 606 nm by the pump field via sum frequency generation. In the
case of λ < λpump the expected behavior is therefore very different as the reconversion
of the noise leads to a quadratic dependence with pump power. We measure the noise
using only the pump as the input of the waveguide, and detecting the photons either at
the 1552 nm output (Fig. 3(b)) or at the 606 nm output (Fig. 3(c)). The telecom noise
saturates as a function of the pump power due to the above explained back-conversion
to 606 nm. This gives approximately a factor 2 reduction of the expected noise at the
maximum pump power and explains why the SNR is not decreasing with the pump
power. Taking the first 3 points to fit a linear slope, we find an internal SPDC noise
generation coefficient of αN=76 kHz/mW/cm normalized to a 1 THz bandwidth, similar
as the one described in Ref. [36]. The blue curve, matching our data, shows a model
that takes into account the generation of noise αN along the waveguide at the position
x and its eventual back-conversion on the remaining length of the waveguide.
Ntelecom(P ) = αNP
∫ L
0
(
1− ηmax sin2
(
(L− x)
√
ηnP
))
dx, (3)
where the parameters ηmax and ηn are the efficiencies found with the classical
conversion efficiency measurement. The converted noise detected at 606 nm shows a
clear quadratic behavior, as expected. The red line shows the expected back-converted
noise level using the same model as before, i.e. eqn. (3).
3. Conversion of heralded single photons
To prove that our QFC device can operate with memory compatible quantum light, we
use a photon pair source, schematically depicted in Fig. 1(b).
3.1. The photon pair source
The source is a new generation of an earlier source [44, 45] that has been used to to
demonstrate quantum storage of heralded single photons in a Pr3+:Y2SiO5 memory
[41, 42]. It is based on a 2 cm long PPLN crystal, placed in a bow-tie cavity (FSR of
261 MHz). Pumped with 426 nm light in CW, it generates a signal photon at 606 nm,
and an idler photon at 1436 nm. The biphoton linewidth is 1.8 MHz, making the 606 nm
photon compatible for storage in a Pr3+:Y2SiO5 based quantum memory [41, 42]. The
idler telecom photon is filtered with a Fabry-Perot cavity (linewidth of 80 MHz, FSR =
17 GHz) in order to select a single frequency mode out of the 8 modes at the output of the
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Figure 4. Non-classical correlations. (a) Cross correlation measurement between the
1436 nm heralding photon and the converted 1552 nm photon (blue dots) The blue
shaded area shows the expected values taking into account the SNR of the converted
light and the estimated cross-correlations for the source in single mode before the
conversion. The grey open squares show the depleted 606 nm photon as a function
of the coupled pump power of the QFC. Error bars are smaller than the points. The
dotted line represents the classical threshold of 2. The dashed blue line represents the
measured cross-correlation of the source in single mode configuration for signal and
idler. (b) Histogram of the triple coincidence between the heralding photon, the 1552
converted photon and the 606 unconverted photon, measured with 250 mW of coupled
QFC pump power. The left (right) inset shows the histogram of the heralded converted
(unconverted) photons.
bow-tie cavity. It is then used to herald the signal 606 nm photon with an efficiency ηhS of
25 % in single mode fiber. In the 606 nm arm, there is no filtering of a single frequency
mode and the non-correlated modes contribute to accidental coincidences. Pumped
with 1.65 mW of 426 nm light, the source generates about 280 heralded 606 nm photons
per second which are strongly non-classically correlated to the heralding photon. This
number is limited by the transmission of the heralding photons (filtering cavity and fiber
coupling) and their detection at D1 (10 % efficiency). The correlation time of the photon
pair is measured to be 120.9 ns. We measure the normalized cross correlation function
g
(2)
s,i =
Ps,i
PsPi
,where Ps,i describes the probability for a coincidence detection of a signal
and an idler photon, and Ps (Pi) is the detection probabilities for single signal (idler)
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events. Using a detection window of 400 ns we obtain g
(2)
s,i =15.9±0.9, well above the
classical threshold of 2, assuming thermal statistics for the signal and idler fields. The
single photon nature of the heralded 606 nm photon is verified measuring the heralded
second-order autocorrelation function g
(2)
H,source. This is done using a 50/50 fiber-beam
splitter in the 606 nm arm and detecting the heralded correlations between the two
outputs. The source exhibits g
(2)
H,source = 0.12 ±0.01, well below the classical threshold
of 1, and below the threshold of 0.5 for a two photon Fock state.
3.2. Results
Finally, we connect the photon pair source to the quantum frequency converter. The
correlations between the herald and the non-converted signal (detectors D1 and D2),
and between the herald and the converted signal (detectors D1 and D3) are measured
as a function of the QFC pump power and are shown in Fig. 4(a). At 0 mW pump
power, the normalized cross correlation function of 13.6±0.9 for the non-converted light
(grey open squares) corresponds to the source without any effect of the QFC (except
for the additional transmission losses). The g
(2)
s,i value for the non-converted photons
then rapidly drops when increasing the pump power due to the drop of SNR induced
by the high amount of quadratic noise generated through the 10 GHz etalon filter. In
contrast, when looking at the 1552 nm converted signal (blue dots) we observe that the
value of g
(2)
s,i slightly increases with pump power up to 12.3 ±0.7 at 440 mW. It is worth
mentioning that the filtering stage of the converted signal used to obtain a high SNR
of the converted photon also filters a single frequency mode from the bow-tie cavity.
It then reduces the number of accidentals coincidences from the source, as the other
modes, non-correlated with the single frequency idler mode, are not detected. On the
contrary, the QFC itself adds noise to the channel, thus reducing the cross correlation
function. Thus it is difficult to directly compare the converted cross correlation function
with the non-converted one shown in the Figure 4(a). Instead we measured the cross-
correlation g
(2)
s,i of the source before the QFC sending the 606 nm heralded single-photon
through a 12 MHz transparency window of a Pr3+:Y2SiO2 doped crystal [42], that filters
a single frequency mode of the bow tie cavity and measure g
(2)
s,i = 42±7. We now have
an estimate of the performance of the source in fully single mode operation that can be
compared with the converted one measured (blue dots in Fig. 4(a)). The effect of the
noise of the QFC device on correlations can be estimated using the same approach as
in Ref. [16]:
g
(2)
c,i = g
(2)
s,i
ηhS/µ1 + 1
ηhS/µ1 + g
(2)
s,i
, (4)
where g
(2)
c,i (g
(2)
s,i ) is the cross-correlation function of the converted (unconverted) photon.
We plot the expected correlations after conversion (Blue shaded area in Fig. 4(a)) using
the µ1 model shown previously (green curve of Fig. 2(b)). We can then observe that, up
to the pump power of 1.45 W for which the maximum conversion efficiency should occur,
the correlations, although degraded by the QFC-induced noise, remain well above the
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classical limit of 2. The model suggests that the converted light can exhibit non-classical
correlations at any pump power. The small discrepancy between the measured data and
the model is probably due to an overestimation of the non-converted correlations as the
filtering is much narrower in that case.
In order to show the preservation of the single photon nature of the converted
heralded photon, we measure – for the first time to our knowledge – the heralded-
autocorrelation function of the signal photon using the QFC as a frequency-domain
beam splitter [46, 49]. The pump power of the QFC could in principle be tuned in
such a way that the photon entering the waveguide has the same probability of being
converted or staying in its original state (eq. 1). In our case, we equalize the photon
detection rates between the two outputs of the frequency beam splitter by fixing the
QFC pump power at 250 mW, leading to a conversion efficiency of 35 %. This also
dramatically reduces the amount of quadratic noise detected at D2. We can then record
the triple coincidences between the heralding photon at D1, the unconverted 606 photon
at D2 and the converted 1552 nm photon at D3 to measure the heralded autocorrelation
function g
(2)
s,c|i in a 400 ns window. The histogram of the triple coincidence is shown in
Fig. 4(b), sorted by the number of heralding events between succeeding detections at
signal or converted photon detectors [47]. The value at bin 0 corresponds to g
(2)
s,c|i of
0.19±0.07. It is well below the classical threshold and proves the single photon nature
of the converted light. Note that this value is an upper bound as a high amount of
uncorrelated noise is added to the non-converted output of the beam splitter. This
measurement also highlights the potential of a quantum frequency converter as a beam
splitter device, which for instance could be used to perform Bell measurements between
modes of different wavelength [48].
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, we developed a memory compatible quantum frequency conversion device
bridging the gap between visible light around 600 nm and the telecom C-band. The
device shows high intrinsic conversion efficiency and low noise at the target wavelength.
The device conversion efficiency could be greatly improved using a longer waveguide
as well as more efficient filtering or coupling techniques. Note that despite a measured
device efficiency of 15 %, this conversion process becomes advantageous after only 1 km
of fiber transmission of 606 nm photons. We showed conversion of quantum memory-
compatible photons, at the single photon level, with high signal to noise ratio. We finally
demonstrated that single photons compatible with a Pr3+:Y2SiO5 quantum memory still
exhibit strong quantum correlations after the conversion.The degradation of quantum
properties is only due to the noise generated by the QFC. This issue could be tackled
with stronger filtering. Our work opens the route towards connecting different solid-
state quantum memory systems emitting in the visible range (e.g. Europium and
Praseodymium quantum memories or NV centers) to the telecom C-band.
Note added: We became aware of a related publication demonstrating quantum
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frequency conversion from NV centers [50].
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